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Michel Licht
Mrs. Evelyn Markun Licht, relict of the eminent Yiddish poet,
Michel Licht, recently donated to Syracuse University Library a rich
portion of her late husband's extensive library of books, music,
original letters and manuscripts, and files of avant-garde periodicals
and publications. Among the magazines were files of Hound and
Horn, The Kenyon Review, Poetry: A Magazine of Verse, Criterion,
The Dial, Pagan, Accent, and Partisan Review.
In the collection are letters to Licht by James Branch Cabell
(Licht was the translator of the Yiddish edition of the Virginian's
Jurgen.), Ezra Loomis Pound of Hailey, Idaho, Thomas Stearns Eliot
and Marianne Craig l\1oore, both of Saint Louis, Missouri, Gertrude
Stein of Allegheny, Pennsylvania, Hart Crane of Garretsville, Ohio,
and other literary luminaries with whom the poet maintained an
extensive correspondence.
The gift contains copies of Licht's published work as well as a
varied group of numerous notebooks, diaries, and other holograph
materials in English, Russian, and Yiddish. There is also an original
poem by the distinguished Russian poet, Sergei Yessenin, husband of
the tragic Isadora Duncan, accompanied by a translation into English.
In addition, Mrs. Licht presented Syracuse University Library
with about a thousand recordings of classical music, most of which
are now rare and sought after as collectors' items; also numerous
pamphlets by Randolph Silliman Bourne, Christopher Darlington
Morley, William Morley Punshon McFee, and a collection of play-
bills and programs of the Provincetown Players and the Federal
Theatre, the latter established as a project of the Works Progress
Administration back in 1935.
2From D'rawing by Evelyn Markun Licht
Michel Licht
(1893-1953)
Michel (or Michael or Michi) Licht was born in Plisk, Volhynia,
Russia on 30 June 1893, and until the age of twenty he lived in
Bielozorka, at the home of his aunt and uncle who guided his early
education in traditional Jewish learning as well as in secular studies.
His poem "Dem Feter Shaye un der Mume Pesye" ("For My Uncle
Shaye and My Aunt Pesye"), dedicated to these fine and simple
people, is among the best of the modern Yiddish sentimental lyrics
written in the folk manner. He learned to write in Russian when he
was only eight years of age.
In 1913 Licht emigrated to this country, and at the College of
the City of New York and the New York School for Social Studies, he
took courses in Literature, History, Sociology, Applied Art, and
Philsophy. His poems and translations in English-signed Sonin or
M. Licht Son in-began to be published in various American period-
icals in 1915, and a selection of his verse appeared in the Second
Pagan Anthology~ 1919.
Licht's first publication in Yiddish was a short story published in
Tog in New York, 1916, and his poems appeared in such periodicals
as Onheib~ Feder~ In Sich~ Shriftn~ Loglen (edited by Licht and Jacob
Glatstein), Kultur of Chicago, Undzer Buch~ Unzug of Toronto, Neie
Zeit~ New Yorker Vochnblatt~ Kern (edited by Licht with N. B.
Minkoff), and Bodn.
Of Licht's first book of verse, Egoemen (1922), it has been said
that it was "distinguished by sensitivity, lucidity, and purity of ex-
pressions." His second book Vazon (Flower-pot~ 1928) was considered
"more lyrical, although herein personal, intimate motives are more
abstruse, sublimated by a classical mastery of form." In 1932 came
Protzesies un Andere Lieder (Processions and Other Poems) which
depicted "the recondite adventures of modern man's spiritual self, his
concepts and his aspirations, influenced by his 'twentieth century en-
vironment." Licht's poem "Der Vint" ("The Wind"), included in
this book, apotheosizes the modern soul.
Licht's Fragmentn~ published in Bodn during 1934-7, was planned
as a larger work in poetry and prose designed to describe "the par-
ticular biography of a certain attitude of our (Jewish) present times."
Unfortunately, Licht never had the opportunity to complete this work.
His sudden and unexpected death occurred in New York City on 10
June 1953.
In addition to writing critical essays and experimental short
stories, Licht translated into Yiddish the verses of various American
poets, some of whom were Emily Dickinson, edward estlin cummings,
Eliot, and M. C. Moore. His contribution to American and Yiddish
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poetry was worthy and unique. Of his style, it has been said that it
was "ultra-modern and innovational, his expression is rigidly dis-
ciplined, modifying the starkly sentimental by the intellectual. His
highly polished language is rich in folk idioms and manner."
It is gratifying that Mrs. Licht preserved this valuable material
and elected Syracuse University Library as the repository where it
will be preserved and made available for students, scholars, and re-
searchers.
-Martin Kamin.
A drian Van Sinderen
Syracuse University Library Associates was organized on I October
1953, on which date Dr. Adrian Van Sinderen of Brooklyn, New York,
was unanimously elected Chairman of the Board of Trustees. In that
capacity he served vigorously and stimulatingly until May of this year
when he was obliged, because of ill health, to retire from the Chair,
and accept the position of Chairman Emeritus.
I t is wi th profound regret and deep sorrow it is necessary now to
announce that Dr. Van Sinderen died on I October of this year at
the age of seventy-six. It had been ten years to the day since he had
assumed the leadership of the Board of Trustees of Library Associates.
The loss to Syracuse University is irreparable.
Dr. Van Sinderen was senior member of the investment firm of
W. A. and A. M. White, for many years President of the Brooklyn
Institute of Arts and Sciences, President of the Brooklyn Hospital, and
President of the Brooklyn Savings Bank. An accomplished musician,
a noted horseman, President of the American Horse Shows Association,
a generous friend and trustee of schools, colleges, and universities, a
distinguished book collector with varied interests, Dr. Van Sinderen
also found the opportunity to write at least one book a year for more
than twenty years, on topics ranging from the poet and mystic William
Blake to travel in foreign countries, and from a history of World War
II to a delightful fairy story, "Peter Makebelieve", which he wrote for
the entertainment and instruction of his grandchildren.
In 1948 Syracuse University conferred on Dr. Van Sinderen the
honorary degree of Doctor of Humane Letters, and later he received
the 1961 Syracuse Post-Standard award for outstanding service to the
Syracuse University Library system. (See The Courier~ July 1962.)
One of his choicest bits for bibliophiles was the address Dr. Van
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Sinderen delivered (later printed by Syracuse University Press in two
limited editions) on the occasion of the annual George Arents Li-
brary Award at the Scholastic Achievement Dinner in May 1956 on
Syracuse University campus. Under the title The Best Indoor Game}
Dr. Van Sinderen wisely declared: "The best indoor game that I know
features books, both the reading and the collecting of them. It is a
funny thing about books on a shelf-they always have their backs to
you; nevertheless, like people, they differ in shape, height, and dress,
and each has its own personality. Books contain all the knowledge of
the world; knowledge is the precursor of wisdom. You are wise people
for you love books."
From the painting by Raymond P. R. Neilson
Adrian Van Sinderen
1887-1963
When the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room in Syracuse Univer-
sity Library was dedicated on 30 April 1957, Dr. Van Sinderen set
forth the fourfold program of the Library Associates organization to
be:
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1. To acquire for the University by gift and purchase important
books and special collections;
2. To stimulate student interest in books and in reading;
3. To improve the physical facilities of the Library; and
4. To dramatize the importance of the Library in University life.
On the same occasion, Dr. Van Sinderen concluded his remarks
with this statement: "I trust that Syracuse University Library Associ-
ates, supported by loyal Alumni and friends, will continue their ef-
forts in building up the number of volumes on our shelves, to the end
that the books will constitute the record of mankind, the books will
contain all the knowledge of the world, may be available to those
who come to this great university to study and prepare themselves for
service to the people of our wonderful country."
Upon learning of Dr. Van Sinderen's death, Dr. William P.
Tolley, Chancellor of Syracuse University, declared: "I have had no
closer friend than Adrian Van Sinderen. He was also the devoted
friend of Syracuse University. He sought in every possible way to add
to its strength. He was particularly interested in the Library, and the
amazing progress we have made in library resources is due in no small
part to his magnificent leadership of the Library Associates."
For Whom the Books are Collected
The Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room in Syracuse University Library
was opened for the first time on 30 April 1957.
On that occasion Mr. George Arents, for whose late wife the room
was named, was unable to attend the dedication ceremonies because
of illness, but an address he had prepared was read by Miss Sarah
Augusta Dickson, the well-known librarian and bibliographer.
By the following words Mr. Arents designated those people who
were to be permitted use of the rare books there collected:
This room is not reserved for the rare book collector and the
bibliographic specialist; it is not restricted to the use of the
faculty and the Board of Trustees. It is open also to the students7
both graduates and undergraduates7 who may here see what the
collecting of fine books has done in preserving the precious
heritage of the past. We hope that am.ong these young people7
there will be some who will be the book collectors of the future.
That is the way Mr. Arents wanted it, and that is the way it is now.
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No.1 and No.2
When an unfamous, struggling author presents to his wife a copy of
the book which is destined soon to bring his name before the entire
American reading public, what does he write in the inscription?
When the same author, later world-famous, presents to his second
wife a copy of the same work which helped him become the first
American to win the Nobel Prize in Literature, what does he write
in the inscription?
The answers to these two questions are found 1,684 miles apart,
one in the Lone Star State and the other in the Empire State.
Harry (or Hal) Sinclair Lewis married Grace Livingstone Heg-
ger in 1914. In 1920 came that most famous of all his books Main
Street, the story of Carol Milford Kennicott of Gopher Prairie. In the
copy he gave Mrs. Lewis No. I he wrote two inscriptions:
To Mrs. Sinclair Lewis from Mr. Sinclair
Lewis this Iii masterpiece by Mr. AND MRS.
Sinclair Lewis
and in another place:
To Gracie, who zs all the good
part of Carol-
Hal.
This copy is in the great Library at the University of Texas, and
was included in the exhibition of the Grace Hegger Lewis-Sinclair
Lewis Collection held by the Humanities Research Center there in
July of 1960. In the exhibition catalogue this copy was described as
of the first edition "in the dark blue binding; the page number on
page 54 and the 'y' in the last line of page 387 are undamaged." These
little characteristics or "points" identify this as one of the very rare
first state copies of the first edition.
In 1928 Sinclair Lewis became the husband of Dorothy Thomp-
son, Syracuse University graduate (Class of 1914), former wife of
Josef Bard, and popular newspaper columnist, lecturer, radio com-
mentator, and political pundit. (See "In True Friendliness", by Clare
Boothe Luce, The Courier, Vol. III, No.3, September 1963.)
The Lakeside Press of Chicago printed and the Limited Editions
Club issued a beautiful edition of Main Street in 1937 with illustra-
tions by Grant Wood and a special introduction by Sinclair Lewis.
There were 1,500 numbered copies, each signed by the illustrator.
In the copy (No. 1022) the author gave Mrs. Lewis No.2 he wrote
the following inscription:
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The Pride and the Pest
This copy is in the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room in the
great Library at Syracuse University, and may be seen and examined
by anyone visiting there. (Incidentally, the cloth label pasted on the
spine of this copy shows the name of the illustrator as Gram W ood~
an error not detected and corrected to Grant Wood until a few copies
had been released and distributed.)
The "pride" and the "pest" were later divorced; and the former
in 1943 took as her third husband, Maxim Kopf, the artist. Lewis
remained unmarried, and died in 1951.
When Dorothy Thompson died in 1961, she left her valuable
library and papers to Syracuse University, and among the very inter-
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esting books and items is a copy of the exhibition catalogue issued
by the University of Texas in 1960. It is No. 33 of the first 100 copies
numbered and signed by Mrs. Lewis No.1, and it bears this in-
scription to Mrs. Lewis No.2:
For Dorothy Thompson KOPI}
with love}
Grace Hegger Lewis.
(Editor's Note: Dorothy and Red) by Vincent Sheean, the story
of Dorothy Thompson and Sinclair Lewis, has just recently been pub-
lished by Houghton Mifflin Company (Boston: 7 Park Street; New
York City: 53 West 43 Street). The diaries and letters used in this
363-page book are in the Dorothy Thompson Collection at Syracuse
University Library.)
The Role of the Newspaper Owner
To anyone acquainted with the rapid growth of Syracuse University
and particularly with its development and expansion in the field of
communication, the name of Samuel 1. Newhouse is one which is
greatly honored and revered and will be enshrined forever in the
history of this institution. The enthusiastic interest and cooperation
of Mr. Newhouse is evident not only by the numerous· projects now
under construction on the campus, but also by the inspiration and
enlightenment he has instilled in the hearts and minds of the stu-
dents, faculty members, and all others connected with the University
in Journalism, Radio, Television, or any of the kindred arts and
sciences.
Recently Mr. Newhouse wrote an essay entitled: "The Role of
the Newspaper Owner", and those who have been privileged to read
it have pronounced it to be the best piece of writing on the subject
since the days of John Peter Zenger and Benjamin Franklin.
A couple of weeks ago, Dean W. C. Clark of the Syracuse Uni-
versity School of Journalism had some copies printed in a most at-
tractive format of Mr. Newhouse's splendid -disquisition; and being
the great fellow he is, the Dean let the Editor of The Courier have
fifty copies of the publication. Any member of Syracuse University
Library Associates who would like to have one of these may obtain it
by making his request known to the Editor. Remember: there are
only fifty copies available. First come, first served.
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Report
To Syracuse University Library Associates, all readers of The Courier~
all graduates, ex-students, and students of Syracuse University, and
everybody else:
During :the six-month period beginning with Commencement
last June, the recorded attendance in the Lena R. Arents Rare Book
Room on the third floor of the Main Library exceeded that for the
same period the previous year by slightly more than sixty per cent.
Visitors included students, both graduate and undergraduate, of
Syracuse University and other universities, faculty members, and
alumni and alumnae who just wanted to come in and look around.
In the same period the number of rare and scarce books used by
students and scholars was an increase of almost 200% over the same
months last year.
The holdings in the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room are in-
creasing day by day at such a slteady rate, both by purchase and gift,
that it requires a constant endeavor on the part of the staff to main-
tain the processing on a current basis. At present there are 19,916
books, pamphlets, and other rarities in the Room, and on account of
the recent re-classification and re-arrangement, there is yet room for
more.
Everyone is invited to visit this beautiful and scholarly setting,
either for the purpose of study or to view the surroundings and see
the unusual items on display. Mr. David A. Fraser (Jr.) is the Li-
brarian (Acting) of the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room, and his
assistant is Mr. Dana M. Newton. The hours are from 9:00 until 4:30
daily, Monday through Friday. Should one be able to come only on
a Saturday, a special appointment may be arranged by calling either
Mr. Fraser or Mr. Newton: GRanite 6-5571, extension 2585.
The Old Breed
The other day the Curator of Manuscripts and Rare Books of Syra-
cuse University was strolling through the rotunda of the Capitol in
Washington, D. C. with Hon. John L. McClellan, United States
Senator from Arkansas.
The senior solon from the Wonder State, chairman of the Senate
rackets committee whose hearings have been greatly publicized, was
recognized by a group of sight-seeing teenagers and juveniles and
immediately besieged by squealing and high-pitched requests for his
autograph. As the Curator watched, the Senator graciously complied,
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signing his name in albums, on scraps of paper, sight-seeing guides,
and anything else pushed at .him by the hands of those crowded
about him.
Two male juveniles, suppressing mischievous grins, handed the
Senator a couple of blank bank checks to sign.
Without hesitation, the stern old Senator signed both checks and
handed them back. But the delight on the boys' faces quickly faded:
the name John L. McClellan had been written on the line reading:
Pay to the Order of . .
Stephen Crane)s Copy of Maggie
In the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room in Syracuse University Library
is a copy of a 163-page novel (originally priced at four bits) entitled
Maggie: A Girl of the Streets (A Story of }"Tew York) by Johnston Smith.
This was Stephen Crane's first book, privately printed for him
under a nom de plume without any date or information as to where it
was printed. Actually the date was 1893 and New York City was the
place. After the book was published in 1896, it was not long before
literary critics came to regard it as the first distinctively modern stark
realistic American novel.
The 1893 Maggie at Syracuse University is not only a presentation
copy with an autograph inscription signed and dated by the author, but
also it was for a while the one copy Stephen Crane had selected to
keep as his own. The book itself bears this out, but there is also supple-
mental and interesting proof of this unusual association.
When this copy came to Syracuse University in 1957 from the
private library of the former student and now well-known collector
Mr. G. Reed Salisbury, Rope's End, Broad Run, Virginia, it was ac-
companied by a sheet of paper (still carefully preserved) endorsed on
the backside as follows: "How I came into possession of Maggie by
Stephen Crane. The last copy sold at auction on March 13th 1930 for
$3700.00."
The face of the sheet bears the following handwritten statement
signed by Charles J. Pike, the man named by Crane in his inscription
on the front of the tan-yellow paper wrapper:
How I came into possession of my copy of Maggie (1st edi-
tion) by Stephen Crane.
I knew Crane intimately. He lived for eighteen months or












Slightly reduced reproduction of front cover of Stephen Crane's
copy of Maggie
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building that stood just where the Sachs building now stands-on
the corner of 33rd St. and 6th Ave., New York. lVIy copy of
Maggie was Stephen Crane's own personal signed copy, which he
occasionally opened. He had promised to give me a copy of
Maggie, but being unable to find a new one, he ultimately gave
me his own-after he had inscribed it, and drawn the two wavey
lines on the front cover. The book was in about the same condi-
tion then as it is today, except that the covers were not broken
away from the binding. On first, reading it, I noticed (on the
upper margin of one of the pages) a few small drops of ink.
Evidently dropt by Crane himself. Otherwise the book is in good
condition and the inscription and signatures are almost as bright
as when he wrote them. Although I cannot prove it, I have always
believed that this copy of Maggie was the last (1st edition)
Stephen Crane ever owned and used personally.
April 1st 1930. Charles J. Pike,
Clinton, Connecticut.
Somebody with all good intentions has very carefully, pains-
takingly, and disasterously damaged and decreased the beauty of this
copy by using scotch tape, that tear-provoking blemisher often en-
countered by collectors and bookmen, on the outside and inside of the
paper wrapper and along the spine of the book. (Any person who uses
this stuff on a manuscript-regardless of its tattered condition-or a
book, rare, medium, or well-done, should be unceremoniously evis-
cerated and quartered.) Regardless of this most mournful mutiliation,
this copy of Maggie is appropriately regarded as of prime importance
and interest.
Walter Prescott Webb) 1888-1963
One of the most famous men ever produced by the Southwest was
Walter Prescott Webb, the great historian, born 1888, died 1963.
Webb was known principally for four books: The Great Plains,
1931; The Texas Rangers: A Century of Frontier Defense, 1935; Di-
vided We Stand: The Crisis of a Frontierless Democracy, 1937; and
The Great Frontier, 1952. He was Editor-in-Chief of the two-volume
Handbook of Texas, 1952, and the author of a volume entitled An
Honest Preface and Other Essays, 1959. A distinguished member of
the History Faculty at the University of Texas, he served as Harms-
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worth Professor of American History at Queens College, Oxford Uni.
versity (1942-3), gave the Harkness lectures in American History at
the University of London (1938), and addressed the International
Conference of Historians at Paris a few years ago. He was also Presi-
dent of the American Historical Association. Some of Webb's essays
attracted a great deal of attention when they were first published in
periodicals: "How the Republican Party Lost Its Future" (Southwest
Review~ 1949) ; "The American West, Perpetual Marriage" (Harper's
Magazine~ May 1957) ; and the most noted and widely publicized "The
Search for William E. Hinds" (Harper's~ July 1961).
Webb's sudden and unexpected death last March was mourned
and lamented far and wide.
Those who would like to read the best .tributes, commentaries,
and reminiscences about this remarkable man should obtain a copy
of the special issue of The Texas Observer: A Journal of Free Voices~
Vol. 55, No. 17, 26 July 1963, where are found admirable pieces by
such friends and admirers of Webb as the one and only J. Frank
Dobie, John Fischer, editor of Harpers Magazine~ Rodney Kidd, Dr.
Edmund Heinsohn, Wilson Hudson, Joe B. Frantz, Hubert Q.
Mewhinney, Rupert N. Richardson, Savoie Lottinville, Richard T.
Fleming, and last but by far not the least, that great stalwart of the
Dallas Morning N ews~ Lon Tinkle.
The capable Editor and General Manager of The Texas Ob-
server is Ronnie Dugger, and copies of this special issue may be ob-
tained by writing to him at 504 West 24 Street, Austin 5, Texas. If
you are a member of Syracuse University Library Associates and so
inform Col. Dugger, you will have to send him only two bits for a
copy.
An index ,to the character of Walter Prescott Webb is reflected in
a vignette included in Dr. Heinsohn's piece:
... He [Webb] was asked one time if he had ever done anything
that he looked back to with regret. The answer came in the af-
firmative. He had been visiting Houghton Mifflin [publishers] in
Boston, and he was given a copy of Walter Millis' The Road to
War to look over. The jacket on the book was vivid red. He went
out into a park to sit down and laid the book on the bench beside
him. Two little Italian children, a girl about nine years old and
her little brother about five, came by. They were poor and dirty.
The little boy was attracted by the book, and as he edged up to
the bench and was reaching his hand out to it, Dr. Webb reached
out and pulled it away. As he did so, the little girl very calmly
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said to her brother, "Don't touch the book, it's too nice for you."
There was no resentment and no complaining by the little sister,
just a statement of fact. "It's too nice for you." Dr. Webb said:
"I would give anything to be able to live that over, and not to
move the book away. It has bothered me for years."
The Cruise of the Dazzler: A Plea
Some of the rarest books in the world were written for children.
Their scarcity is due to the fact that such books were often read over
and over, literally read to pieces, and then thrown away. Today there
are collectors who have devoted a lifetime to the collecting of children's
books, and in some university libraries and public institutions the
most outstanding collection is composed of books published for young
people and reading juveniles. This is not true of Syracuse University
Library, but in the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room there is a nucleus
and a great deal of interest.
It is suggested and requested that members of Syracuse University
Library Associates search up in their attics, look down in their base-
ments, and scrounge around out in their backyard sheds and barns to
determine whether they can find a copy of a particular book they
may have read and enjoyed many years ago. The title is: The Cruise
of the Dazzler~ one of the two juvenile books written by John Griffith
London, better known as Jack London (1876-1916), the author of one
of the best dog stories ever published: The Call of the Wild.
The Cruise of the Dazzler was published in New York in 1902,
and there is not a copy in the Lena R. Arents Rare Book Room at
Syracuse University Library. There should be one.
If any annual member or non-member of Syracuse University
Library Associates discovers a copy of this interesting book by Jack
London and sends it to the Editor of The Courier as a gift for the
rare book room here, he will be enrolled as a Library Associate for the
next ten years and will be accorded all the privileges and heredita-
ments pertaining thereto. If more than one copy is received, the first
donor will receive, in addition to the ten-year membership, an invita-
tion to occupy a front-row seat on the speaker's platform at the dedi-
cation of the new library building on Syracuse University campus.
A Clarion Call: Loud and Clear
Never before in the history of Syracuse University Library Associates
were the responses by the membership so numerous and generous for
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contributions and donations as they were during the calendar year
of 1963.
The plans for 1964 call for not only the quarterly issues of The
Courier~ but also a number of separate printings-four are presently
in various stages of preparation-which will be sent out as soon as they
are completed at the Press.
These will be produced in limited editions and in all likelihood
will become-as have the others issued within the past couple of
years-sought-after collectors' items, and consequently more valuable
monetarily-within only a short time after they are issued and circu-
lated. Once one of these limited editions is exhausted, that's all. No
additional editions will be forthcoming.
In order to do justice to the expanding program, it is necessary
and desirable that Syracuse University Library Associates have ample
means so as not to have to skimp or reduce its progressive activities in
promoting the facilities of the Library system. Syracuse University is
handsomely growing by leaps and bounds. The Library Associates
organization wants to keep pace.
The amount contributed is deductible from all income tax re-
turns. The larger the contribution (ten dollars should be the mini-
mum), the larger the deduction. The address: Syracuse University
Library Associates, Syracuse University Library (Room 303), Syracuse,
New York 13210.
Scholar in the Wilderness
Thomas Jefferson once wrote to John Adams: "There is a Mr. Van-
derkemp, of New York, a correspondent, I believe, of yours, with
whom I have exchanged some letters, without knowing who he is.
Will you tell me?"
The second President of the United States replied to the third
President as follows:
... The biography of Mr. Vanderkemp would require a volume
... My acquaintance with him began at Leyden in 1780. He was
the minister of the Mennonite congregation, the richest in Eur-
ope, in that city, where he was celebrated as the most elegant
writer in the Dutch language . . . In 1788" when the King of
Prussia threatened Holland with invasion, his party insisted on
his taking a command of the most exposed and most important
post in the seven provinces. He was soon surrounded by the
Prussian forces, but he defended his fortress . . . ,till, abandoned
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by his nation, destitute of provisions and ammunItIOn, still re-
fusing to surrender, he was offered the most honorable capitula-
tion ... Despairing of the liberty of his country, he ... de-
termined to emigrate to New York; he wrote to me ... request-
ing letters of introduction. I sent him letters to Governor Clinton
and several others of our little great men. His history in this
country is equally curious and affecting. He left property in
Holland, which the revolutions there have annihilated, and I
fear is now pinched with poverty: His head is deeply learned, and
his heart is pure ... A gentleman here asked my opinion of him.
My answer was, "he is a mountain of salt to the earth." ... Had
he been as great a master of our language as he was of his own,
he would at this day have been one of the most conspicuous
characters in the United States.
Francis Adrian Van der Kemp settled in Oneida County in up-
state New York, but his active, inquiring mind ranged far beyond his
rural village. Politics, religion, history, government, scientific agricul-
ture, the Erie Canal, the conduct of the War of 1812, and any threat
to political or religious freedom stimulated him to research and
writing. He organized the first Unitarian Church west of Albany,
New York. His warm friendship with DeWitt Clinton and with John
and Abigail Adams endured till their deaths, and John Quincy Adams
continued the relationship.
The required biographical volume suggested by President Adams
many years ago has at last been written, and just the other day it was
published. The title of this absorbing book about a man who might
have been "one of the most conspicuous characters" in this country-
who lived in the hinterland but inyolved himself in the world-is
Scholar in the Wilderness: Francis Adrian Van der Kemp (360 pages,
notes, index, $6.95); the author is Harry F. Jackson (Ph.D., Univer-
sity of Chicago) , formerly on the faculty of Stephens College, Missouri,
but now Associate Professor of Social Studies, Utica College of Syra-
cuse University; and the publisher is Syracuse University Press, Box
87, University Station, Syracuse, New York 13210.
Note: If the orderer is a member of Syracuse University Library
Associates and will so state on his order, he will be accorded a liberal
discount.
Wanted
A portion of the program of progress at Syracuse University Library
includes the expansion of its holdings of materials about India,
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Southeast Asia, and Africa. The collection is growing rapidly, but
many volumes are yet needed to meet the needs of readers, students,
scholars, and researchers. Among the African countries, Syracuse Uni-
versity Library is particularly interested in published works pertain-
ing to Kenya, Uganda, and Tanganyika.
If there are any members of Syracuse University Library Associ-
ates or any other readers of The Courier who may be able to make
any materials of these kinds available to the Library, it is suggested
they write to: Mr. Harold H. J. Erickson, Gift and Exchange Li-
brarian, Syracuse University Library, Syracuse, New York 13210.
The Library is also seeking copies of the following books by
Howard Nemerov, New York educator and author: The Melo-
dramatists (1949), Federigo~ or The Power of Love (1954), The Salt
Garden (poems, 1955), The HDmecoming Game (1957), and A Com-
modity Of Dreams (stories, 1959). If there are copies of any of these
books around your house, if there is no further need for them, if you
wish to clear off a shelf or clean out a cupboard, and if you wish to
put the books to good use in Syracuse University Library, by all
means, write Mr. Erickson today.
Shakespeare: V. v. V.
With the recent publication of his Shakespeare: Veneration versus
Verity~ Walter Hart Blumenthal, scholar, author, bibliophile, author-
ity in several literary fields, and member of Syracuse University Li-
brary Associates, has aligned himself with such notable doubters as
George Gordon Byron, Lord Byron, Charles John Huffam Dickens,
John Bright, Otto Eduard Leopold Bismarck, Walter Whitman,
George Moore, Samuel Langhorne Clemens, Ralph Waldo Emerson,
Henry James, Sigmund Freud, and William Somerset Maugham in
the contention not only that "Francis Bacon did not write the so-
called Shakespeare plays, or anyone of them", but also that "this
rejection does not authenticate Shakespeare as the author of the
thirty-six plays gathered in the First Folio assortment of 1623, seven
years after his death."
Mr. Blumenthal's volumette is sub-titled Critical Comments From
a Skeptic~ and the tenor of the fearless fighting which pervades his
thesis from the first page through the last may be gleaned from a few
hard-hitting quotations picked out from here and there:
Let the Shakespearean preceptors explain the following: In
all known recorded jottings of old annals, listed chronologically,
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from April 26, 1564, baptism of William, to April 23, 1616, burial
-fifty-four terse and trivial inklings, including all stray references
to members of his family, such as marriage date of a daughter-
not one entry connects Shakespeare of Stratford with Shakespeare
of the plays . . .
The Baconian .theory is nonsensical on all counts ...
One of the multiple indications that Shakespeare was not the
reputed playwright is that no iota of controversy with literary
contemporaries is extant. .. .
Nothing is more tainted in the Shakespeare set-up than the
spurious relics . . . the silver heart-shaped brooch ... engraved
in modern lettering ... The story of the mulberry tree allegedly
planted by Shakespeare in the garden, and from which countless
souvenirs were supposedly fashioned after it was hewn down, is
an epic of charlatanry ...
There are more than a dozen valid arguments against
Shakespeare having written the plays credited to him by the
cultists ...
The laudation by Ben Jonson in the First Folio of 1623 was
venal, because Jonson in the years before Shakespeare's death in
1616 never praised the latter, so far as known, nor called him
friend, nor welcomed him to the J onsonian group at the Mermaid
Tavern ...
There is no proof that Shakespeare ever wrote a literary
letter to anyone, or anyone to him-or that he could spell his own
name consistently ...
Of all discrepancies in the Shakespeare cult the most ob-
vious, but least noted, is the inconsistency between the assumed
chronology of the years in which the plays are supposed to have
been written, and the vocabulary, in which the most varied word-
age is in the earlier plays-contrary to all maturing style com-
mand of authorship ...
These constitute but little of the marrow of some pretty strong
stuff presented here by this literary Clarence Darrow of Philadelphia;
and it is going to take more than a Shakespearean William Jennings
Bryan to supply the answers and successfully refute ,the arguments.
When asked by the Editor to elucidate on the last point noted
above, the one concerning vocabulary, Mr. Blumenthal wrote the
following especially for The Courier:
With regard to vocabulary, no one has enunciated the
psychic law that expanding variety of terms used by an individual
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parallels the mental maturing process from infancy to fulfilled
manhood or womanhood; and that, conversely, the aging process,
following maturity, leading to death or dotage, brings a reverse
depletion of the compass of word usage parallel with the extent
of mental debility.
This fundamental of the human mind, as evidenced in growth
or diminution of vocabulary, is implicit in prolonged author-
ship, whether prolific or sporadic. Progress toward maturity in
ideology, and command of language, expands in usage consist-
ently with mental development.
Hence, the falsity of the authorship at-tributed to Shakespeare
is seen in that the chronology imputed to the thirty-six plays is
contrary to :the foregoing psychic dictum.
A more flexible and expansive vocabulary in the assumed
dating of the plays in the First Folio bears no consistency what-
ever to maturing mentality of :the alleged playwright. The plays
,thereby betray composite and diverse authorship, further demon-
strated by the use of specific ordinary words in anyone play that
never recur in any of the thirty-five others.
Among many other indications that refute :the authorship of
Shakespeare is this supposed sequence of the plays, which cannot
be reconciled with the premise that diversity and range of vocab-
ulary is an index of maturing mentality and literary chronology.
Note: Shakespeare: Veneration versus Verity, by Walter Hart
Blumenthal, bears the imprint of George S. MacManus Company,
Philadelphia 7, and the edition is limited to sixty copies, privately
printed, at $3 each. In Philadelphia there is Leary's Book Store, old
and famous (See The Courier, Vol. III, No.1, March 1963, pp. 27-8),
but the establishment of MacManus at 1317 Irving Street is just as
good for second-hand and rare books, and in some other respects is
better.
John Ruskin Dying
The unusual and peculiar things one finds laid in old volumes! Hun-
dreds and hundreds of books ate given to Syracuse University every
year, but before they are processed and made ready for students and
other readers, each is examined carefully and the leaves fluttered and
flipped for extraneous materials, placed there sometimes by loving or
careless hands years and scores of years ago.
There are ribbon bows, locks of hair, faded rose petals, pictures,
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photographs, and tintypes (of one-time precious little toothless sturks
in bibs and tuckers or of toothless Grandpa in his last veterans reunion
uniform), recipes, dress patterns, Valentines, party programs, post-
cards, paper money, last wills and testaments, letters, letters, letters,
with envelopes and old stamps, sometimes leaves from a secret diary,
and endless numbers of newspaper clippings, all of which in one way
or another have left their defacing marks and impressions on the press-
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rworld better a.nd happier by thel-r genius,
rbl!l mind hilS given way b.ofore his body,
JEll'! memory htls gone t'ntlr~ly, and he I.',
[subject to ~lontlnuai delusions of the mOllt'
~pathetlc kino. He fancies that he Is utter.':
; ly 'ruined. and thilt he. and lLll around'i
"him. are on the po,lnt or starva.tlon.
One of the brown and fragile newspaper clippings found recently
is of unusual literary and biographical interest. There is no indication
of the newspaper from which it was clipped (If you are a newspaper
article clipper, be sure to date and identify the piece so its origin may
be known to those who come along after you are gone.), but it bears
the handwritten ink date: April 20-1896. The headline is the same as
that given above: John Ruskin Dying~ with the sub-heading: The Man
Who Has Left the World Such Rich T'reasures Suffering Great Agony.
Following the dateline: London~ April 20~ the clipping reads as
follows:
John Ruskin is dying. Virtually he has been dead for
years. Like so many of those who have made the world better
and happier by their genius, his mind has given away before
his body. His memory has gone entirely, and he is subject to
continual delusions of the most pathetic kind. He fancies that
he is utterly ruined, and that he, and all around him, are on
the point of starvation.
The causes of this delusion are easy to trace. Ruskin, left
by his father a wealthy, indeed extremely wealthy man, has
never attached the slightest importance to money for its own
sake. His gifts to poorer relatives whom he imagined had
claims upon him, amount literally to hundreds of thousands
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of pounds. One donation to a cousin was fifty thousand. His
gifts to poor artists and to various charities have also amount-
ed to immense sums, and, in spite of his own estate, and the
large income from his books, he is now a poor man. His
affairs, however, are by no means desperate, and his delusion
is pitiful in the extreme.
It is to his habit of living largely in the open air and the
exercises of rowing and walking that he took, that his body-
never itself very strong has survived so long. The conditions
which shorten the lives of people to-day did not exist for him.
He hardly ever, for instance, travelled on the railway train,
preferring the old and most expensive, but healthier means
of driving, and posting horses along the route. His last
journey to Italy cost him £25,000 [around $125,000 at the
time], the money being spent in his expensive mode of travel-
ling, in charities to monasteries along the route, and in the
purchase of art objects for his beloved museum at Sheffield
[Yorkshire]. This museum, next to his books, will be the most
enduring monument of his teachings. American art students
visiting Europe seldom go to it, but were they to do so they
would find it a better education than all the other museums
and picture galleries put together. Its conception and arrange-
ment were strictly in accordance with the plans of its master,
and it is the only example in Europe of a collection made and
arranged on a preconceived plan, the idea being to present a
complete history of art from Greece until to-day. [The fine
Ruskin Museum, containing Ruskin's art, mineralogical,
natural history, and botanical collections, and some original
drawings and valuable books, is in lVleersbrook Hall at Shef-
field, and is now in the custody of the city corporation.]
Ruskin wrote the last words that will ever come from his
pen about four years ago. His autobiography, "Practeria,"
[sic] will never be completed, but, fortunately, he was able to
continue it to a considerable length. [It was, in fact, only com-
pleted in regular series down to 1858, at the time Ruskin was
thirty-nine years old.] As it stands it forms one of the finest
specimens of autobiography ever written. [This desultory
autobiography with personal anecdotes and reminiscences
was published during 1885-9, under the title: Praeterita. Out-
lines of Scenes and Thoughts perhaps worthy of Memory in
my past [sic] Life.]
And in a week or two, maybe a day or two, the life that it
describes, a life so rich in effort and usefulness and perfected
work, will be over.
---0---
john Ruskin had always been a puny, sickly person. All his life
he stretched his strength to the limit. At eight he had his first serious
sickness. In 1841, it was feared by his parents that he was becoming a
consumptive. In 1845, he again exhibited indications of physical de-
cline, and on his wedding trip in 1848, a return of the old symptoms
drove him to Switzerland, where his health always improved better
than anywhere else. The hacking cough returned from time to time,
but it was not until 1867 that there was any indication of the illness
which was to harass him later.
Ruskin was ill again in 1871, and three years later he referred to
his "failing strength, care and hope." He went to the Continent ex-
pecting to receive the usual recovery, but he suffered a serious relapse
and Christmas Day 1876 found him stricken with brain fever.
Until the summer of 1878 he was quite an invalid. When he was
allowed to work he overtaxed his brain, and in the winter he was very
sick again with the second attack of inflammation of the brain. For
the third time, in 1882 and again in 1889, he was almost despaired of
by his physicians by frequent attacks of brain ilTitation and exhaus-
tion, and had many causes of sorrow and disappointment.
Ruskin disliked taking medicine, and was a very difficult patien.t
to manage and control. Soon he came to lead only a quiet life, and
never took up his work again in full force. His time and energy were
consumed in visiting friends in his neighborhood, receiving guests in
his home, and in reading the new books, magazines, and daily news-
papers.
The sympathetic and appreciative anonymous author of the Lon-
don dispatch of 20 April 1896 was correct: john Ruskin was dying
(Doesn't everybody die a little bit every day?), but he was wrong
about the earthly end of the great writer actually coming "in a week
or two, maybe a day or two".
john Ruskin lived on and on for days and weeks and months and
years until he passed away peacefully after a short attack of influenza
on 20 january 1900, just a few days before his eighty-first birthday.
Note: In addition to the usual reading editions of all the
books by Ruskin, including several sets of the standard col-
lected works, and a great many volumes about him in the
Main Library of Syracuse University, there are in the Lena R.
Arents Rare Book Room some unusual bits of Ruskiniana
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such as Pre-Raphaelitism~ first edition, 1851, one of the few in
pale blue-colored paper boards, with all edges trimmed, and
title-page (enclosed in plain ruled frame) reproduced on
front cover (Copies of the other state of this edition appear
without any covers, the octavo gatherings sewn through side-
ways, and the leaves untrimmed.): Love's M einie: Lectures
on Greek and English Birds~ first edition, 1873; Fors Clavigera
[Fortune bearing a club]: Letters to the Workmen and La-
bourers of Great Britain (Letters No. 73-84, first appearance
in print, 1877, continuous pagination, in very good condition,
of the total of ninety-six pamphlets issued as separate pub-
lications in paper wrappers) ; and a complete collection (pre-
sented by the late George Arents) of the Ruskin forgeries and
counterfeits produced by the bibliophile and bibliographer
nonpareil Thomas James Wise who (with James P. Smart)
compiled the tremendous and treacherous work A Complete
Bibliography of the Writings in Prose and Verse of John
Ruskin~ printed for subscribers only in an edition of 250
copies, two volumes, London, 1893, and dedicated it to the
great man "by his kind permission."
Luck of a Collector
The time: Almost thirty-eight years ago, 17 December 1925.
The place: A Washington, D. C. high school auditorium.
The occasion: A reading by the English poet, Alfred Noyes.
In the audience that evening sat a young man, a collector of books
and manuscripts for some years, who had read and liked the poetry of
Alfred Noyes, especially his romantic and dramatic ballad, "The
Highwayman", and his often-quoted poem, "The Barrel-Organ",
with its lilting refrain:
Come down to Kew in lilac-time~ in lilac-time~ in lilac-time;
Come down to Kew in lilac-time (it isn't tar from London!).
The young man's beautiful and intelligent mother accompanied
him and held in her lap his copy of The Elfin Artist and Other Poems
her son planned to get the poet to inscribe when the program was
finished.
Afterward, at a little private gathering, Alfred Noyes graciously
inscribed the book, and the poet and the young man had the oppor-
tunity to converse unhurriedly for a while. The latter confessed being
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an ardent collector of the writings of A. C. Swinburne, expressed his
envy that Noyes had known and corresponded with him, and declared
his admiration of his tribute to Swinburne in the magnificent stanzas
entitled "A Seventieth Birthday", published back in 1907, just a
couple of years before the death of the author of Atalanta in Calydon,
Poems and Ballads, and other writings which revealed him, according
to Arnold Bennett, as "the greatest versifier that England ever had,
and one of the great poets of the whole world and of all ages."
•
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"Come down to Kew in lilac-time,
It isn't far from London."
Alfred Noyes's Inscription, Washington,
D. C., the Evening of 17 December 1925.
The young collector was proud, he said, that just recently he had
been able to add to his collection a copy of the original English pub-
lication of Noyes's poem as it appeared in the Fortnightly Review,
London, 1 April 1907, and also a copy of its first appearance in the
United States, in the North American Review, New York, 5 April 1907.
"The two are not exactly the same, you know," said the poet.
"Yes, I noticed that," the young collector replied.
"Which do you prefer?" Noyes asked.
The collector, knowing that the Fortnightly Review version was
the one used by the poet in his Collected Poems of 1913, was not about
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Alfred Noyes at entrance of the Main Library during
Syracuse University Commencement, 8 June 1942,
when he received the honorary degree of Doctor of
More Humane Letters. Photograph by courtesy of
Mr. J. Leonard Gorman, Editor, Syracuse Post-
Standard.
to let himself get tripped or trapped by that question, and readily and
heartily answered, "Why, the first one, of course." And while Alfred
Noyes was beaming his satisfaction, the young man brazenly made the
plunge, and inquired gingerly whether the poet would be inclined to
sell him the original manuscript of the poem for his private collection.
"I shouldn't think of doing anything like that," the poet replied
with a mock icicle in his voice, and then hastily continued, "It would
not be at all becoming of me to do that, but because of your interest
and because of my appreciation of your interest, I should like to give
it to you for your collection."
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It was now the young man's turn to beam satisfaction, and he was
most profuse in his acceptance of the gift of such a desirable manu-
script. "But you had better write to remind me," Noyes suggested. "I
am sure I have it somewhere-where I don't know right now-but you'd
better write me about it."
That was the evening of 17 December 1925.
Christmas Eve was only a week away, so a reminder in the form
of Holiday Greetings went out from the young collector to Alfred
Noyes, and in the second or third we~k of January 1926 (in those days
the postage was lower and the service higher), came an acknowledg-
ment on a New Years card with the notation, "I shall not forget about
the manuscript."
Weeks and months passed. Nothing happened.
Holiday Greetings were sent for Christmas 1926, and later ac-
knowledged with the assuring note that the manuscript would be
searched for and sent along when found. "You shall have it certainly-
someday," the note encouragingly concluded.
Weeks and months passed. Nothing happened.
Holiday Greetings were sent for Christmas 1927, and later ac-
knowledged with the assuring word that the manuscript was some-
where} it was thought, and most certainly had not been otherwise
disposed of.
Weeks and months passed. Nothing happened.
Holiday Greetings and New Years cards were exchanged for 1928
and the next twenty-nine-repeat twenty-nine-years. Nothing hap-
pened. Somewhere during this span of time, Alfred Noyes expressed the
fear lest the manuscript had either been lost, accidentally destroyed,
maybe it had actually been given to another long ago and the incident
forgotten, or the original publisher had neglected to return it back
in 1907.
The prospects were dim and getting dimmer by the decade. Then
they became dark, darker, and finally extinguished. On 28 June 1958,
Alfred Noyes, at the age of seventy-seven years, slipped out of this life
into the next, at his home on the Isle of Wight, far from Kew, but not
far from Bonchurch where Swinburne was buried. (On the Isle of
Wight the custom is to bury the dead facing East, but in accordance
with his deathbed wish, Noyes was buried facing West-toward America
-as a tribute to the homeland of his deceased American wife.) The
one-time young collector of 1925, thirty-three years older, lamentably
closed the book on any chance of ever being able to add the original
manuscript of Alfred Noyes's poem to his collection.
The one-time young collector of 1925, today the Curator of Manu-
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scripts and Rare Books at Syracuse University, was recently invited to
deliver an address in the American Studies Program series sponsored
by the Drusilla Farwell Foundation at \'\layne State University. He
went to Michigan, met some fine and superfine people, made new
friends, addressed a most intelligent and appreciative audience of
undergraduates, graduate students, faculty members, librarians, col-
lectors, and just plain people in the Tracy and Katherine McGregor
Memorial building on the campus, had the privilege of visiting in the
West Boston Boulevard mansion of Charles E. Feinberg (one of the
outstanding leaders in spiritual, literary, cultural, philanthropic, and
civic activities of Detroit and a member of Syracuse University Library
Associates Board of Trustees), and the immense pleasure of being
shown his great Walt Whitman collection along with the many, many
non-Whitman rare books and literary treasures in his private library;
and then the Curator came on back to Syracuse.
A day following his return, the Curator received an unusually
large air mail envelope from Detroit. Between cardboards with other
material carefully wrapped was a letter from Charles E. Feinberg, the
first sentence of which read: "You had no sooner left when I suddenly
remembered an item I had put out on my desk that I wanted to give
you as my personal expression of appreciation of your coming here to
speak at Wayne ..."
The item? It was the original manuscript of Alfred Noyes's poem
to Swinburne!
"You shall have it certainly-someday," the poet had promised.
Irnage of a Poet
By MARIAN COURTNEY BROWN
Editor's Note: This article originally appeared in a recent issue of
the New Providence, New Jersey, Dispatch ("Serving Berkeley Heights
and New Providence Since 1950"), and is here republished with the
consent of the author and of the editor, Helen Vance Levenson. Mrs.
Brown is a Berkeley Heights neighbor of the Ishill family and a close
friend of long standing.
In the private library of the Curator of Manuscripts and Rare
Books of Syracuse University, for years an admirer and collector of
the printings of Joseph Ish ill, is a set of the highly valued eight
"slender volumes" of poetry by Rose Freeman Ishill, referred to in
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the piece by Mrs. Brown~ which was presented to him by the Ishills
on the occasion of his visit to Berkeley Heights this past summer.
Anyone~ whether a member of Syracuse University Library Associates
or not~ who would like to see these exquisite examples of the art of
printing and to read these beautiful verses) may do both by visiting
the Curator's cubicle: Main Library) 303.
Mr. and ]\'Irs. Ishill are members of Syracuse University Lib'rary
Associates.
If you are a graduate student seeking scholarly information for a uni-
versity thesis, or if you are a writer who can prove legitimate need for
the use of out-of-the-way research facilities, you may be allowed into
,the locked inner sanctum of the rare book room of the New York
Public Library to read the poems of Rose Freeman Ishill.
Some fifty major libraries in this country and abroad house the
verses of the sixty-seven-year-old poetess, who lives at Berkeley
Heights, New Jersey-all of them under lock and key. They have
been placed their lovingly through the years by her husband,
internationally-known proprietor of the Oriole Press, Joseph Ishill,
who has privately printed all of her work and offered none of it for
sale, to be discovered by posterity. [For a brief note about Mr. Ishill,
see: "John Quincy Adams, Walt Whitman, Charles E. Feinberg, Wil-
liam White, and Joseph Ishill", The Courier) Vol. I, No. 11, Septem-
ber 1961.]
Last spring however, as the public got its first glimpse of her
poems at a special exhibit of her published work at the Berkeley
Library in her own town, the image of a poet began to emerge from
the slough of obscurity.
The exhibit marked completion by her husband of a compilation
in eight slender volumes of a comprehensive selection of her writing,
distributed to prominent literary friends and libraries.
Congratulations are filtering back from near and far. Poet
Herbert Read wrote from England, "Her work is new to me and full
of delight." Roger Asselineau, French poet and Professor of French
Literature at the University of Paris, is placing Mrs. Ishill's poems,
which he calls "lovely" and "extremely moving", in the National Li-
brary of France. Giles Dixey, poet Professor of Greek and Latin at
Oxford University, wrote, "Your song is of the deeps and stirs them."
N. B. Olson, poet Professor at Boston University, applauded her
poems in the January Boston University Library Letter.
Most of the poems were written between 1917 and 1930, some of
them as early as 1906 when Rose Ishill, an eleven-year-old child
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prodigy growing up in New York City's Lower East Side, was ad-
mitted into 'a group of young adults writing under the guidance of
Dr. Elias Lieberman at University Settlement on Eldridge Street. Dr.
Lieberman is a published poet himself, a vice president of the New
York Poetry Society, and ait one time assistant superintendent of
schools in the Washington Irving High School district in New York.
In a presentation copy to Rose Ishill of Paved Streets~ his first book
of poems (1917), Lieberman referred to her as "a lyricist who in the
20th century clatter has preserved the sweet music of her dreams."
In her early days Rose Ishill achieved considerable recognition.
Havelock Ellis, Stefan Zweig, and Eugene Debs wrote letters acclaim-
ing her lyrics. Lola Ridge called her "a real poet, surprisingly free
from the influence of other poets." Dr. Isaac Goldberg, literary critic,
Harvard professor, and author of numerous volumes, in a review
published in the old Haldeman-Julius Weekly called her "a female
Walt Whitman". And J. William Lloyd, a poet from Westfield, New
Jersey, called her work "authentic, a fruit of her own soul and its
sensations in the crucible of experience." The first review of her
poems was written by her friend and teacher, Dr. Lieberman, and
published in The American Hebrew.
Love, however, proved more compelling than poetry. When she
married a young idealist from Romania with a small printing press
and a dream of immortalizing words in an ecstatic union with the
graphic arts, Rose Ishill turned her back on her need as an artist for
an audience and moved in the direction of a new desire: to let her
own image merge with the life and work of her talented husband.
As an exponent of the private press movement, Joseph Ishill has
made a name for himself on two continents for the precision and
judgment of his craftsmanship and for the roster of prominent men
and women who have contributed to his publications.
His work is so rare and valuable that it must be kept under lock
and key. So when Rose Ishill chose her husband to become her sole
publisher and distributor, she soon found out that she was locked
up, too.
The pair are of like spirit. Together in 1919 they published a
little magazine called The Free Spirit~ which utilized handmade
papers and was marked by a search for beauty and a disregard for
profit. Through the years ;there has been the stimulation of contact
with great minds, as correspondence between Ishill and his con-
tributors invariably blossomed into lasting friendships.
Five books of poetry, one of them translations, have come from
the pen of Rose Freeman Ishill. Of the four which she herself
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authored, the titles are Petals Blown Adrift} her earliest poems; Rain
Among the Bamboos} Japanese poems inspired by Lafcadio Hearn;
Dedications} poems written to people she has loved or admired; and
Poems} her mature work. There are also translations of larger works,
critical essays. and short. st.ories.
Photograph by Anatole lshill
Joseph and Rose Ishill
According to Joseph Ishill, Petals Blown Adrift was so named
because Rose would throw pages of her poems out the window of
their home as she wrote them, and he would catch them as they flew
abou t the yard.
One of the rare qualities of Rose Ishill is her independent
scholarship. Her translations have been from the French, German,
Italian, and Yiddish, languages which have all been self-taught. Her
knowledge of the classics, particularly the Greek tragedies, is extensive
and has been obtained through a lifetime of solitary pre-occupation
with books. She has memorized the important works of most of the
world's major poets.
But her most recent achievement is teaching herself braille, for
she lost. her vision to g-laucoma several years ag-o.
Her poems have been noted for the sheer magic of their cadences.
As Walt.er Harding-, Professor of Eng-lish Literature at State Teachers
College, Geneseo, New York, said recently: "The poetry of Rose
Freeman Ishill is a lOy to t.he ear."
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Free Gratis For Nothing
To the first 500 members of Syracuse Universit.y Library Associates
who make a contribution for 1964 of ten dollars or more (or of books
of equal value) to the organization between now and next 1 March,
there will be sent a complimentary copy of the limited and numbered
edition of Ralph L. Schroeder's beautiful essay Ralph Hodgson: 1871-
1962 which was published for the first time last September in The
Courier.
Checks should he made payable to Syracuse University) and all
correspondence addressed to: Syracuse University Library Associates,
Syracuse University Library (Room 303), Syracuse, New York 13210.
Please remember that the amount of the check or the value of the
books is deductible from income tax returns.
After 1 March 1964-if there remain undistributed any copies of
lVIr. Schroeder's piece-they may be purchased at ten dollars each.
One half of these proceeds will go to the author and the other half
to Mrs. Aurelia Hodgson, widow of the distinguished Englishman.
This separate edition is guaranteed to become a sought-after
collectors' item within a very short time.
A Creed to Ponder
I do not choose to be a common man. It is my right to be uncommon-
if I can. I seek opportunity-not security. I do not wish to be a kept
citizen, humbled and dulled by having the State look after me. I
want to take the calculated risk; to dream, and to build, to fail, and
to succeed. I refuse to barter incentive for a dole. I prefer the chal-
lenges of Life to the guaranteed existence; the thrill of fulfillment
to the stale calm of utopia.
I will not trade freedom for beneficence nor my dignity for a
handout.
I will never cower before any master nor bend to any threat. It
is my heritage to stand ereot, proud, and unafraid; to think and act
for myself, enjoy the benefit of my creations, and to face the world
boldly and say, this I have done.
D.A.
Memorials
Friends and families have established Memorial Funds for the
purchase of library books inscribed in memory of:
Professor Earl H. Bell Professor George B. Cressey
Joyce Creasy Mrs. G. Stilwell
Additional contributions have been made to the existing Memorial
funds for:
Edward A. Smith Pauline Brewster Wells
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David A. Fraser, Chairman
Gordon N. Ray, Vice Chairman


















Mrs. Leland W. Singer
Chester Soling
Mrs. Lyman J. Spire
Mrs. Lawrence L.
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Chancellor William P. Tolley, Ex Officio
Francis A. Wingate, Treasurer
Wayne S. Yenawine, Executive Secretary

